WTLED2
APOLLO® ENCLOSED WET LISTED HIGH BAY GEN2 | WTLED2
Extreme energy savings for demanding interior environments
that require a wet-rated enclosed fixture, including agricultural,
industrial and warehouse applications. The optional
durable IK04*, IK10** wireguard is excellent for high impact
environments like gymnasiums and athletic clubs.
* Lens impact resistant up to IK04 lens.
** With fixture wire guard, impact resistant up to IK10.
Proudly manufactured in

AMERICA
orionlighting.com | 1.800.660.9340

APOLLO® WET LISTED
WTLED2

Orion

Average Competitor

12,000

12,006

Watts used

91

108

Lumens per watt

135

114

Average lumens

23,000

22,964

Watts used
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201

Lumens per watt

141

117

Average lumens

32,000

31,755

Watts used

242

261

Lumens per watt

133

124

Average lumens
1

2

3

UP TO 71%*
ENERGY REDUCTION
Call or click to find out more:

800.660.9340 | orionlighting.com

* Product WTLED2C1OAUNVFDXXSTLCA850 at 135 watts
(19,280 lumens) versus a HID averaging 458 watts.
Lens impact resistant up to IK04 lens.
With fixture wire guard, impact resistant up to IK10.

PERFORMANCE AND FEATURES
Using the most efficient and latest LED technology,
Orion’s wet-listed fixtures are proven to provide
up to 143 LPW, are available in 120-277v, 347v
and 480v options, and come standard with 10
kA surge protection. The bi-level, dual circuit
dimming option delivers high and low light levels
in one fixture for aisle areas with minimal traffic. In
agricultural applications, the bi-level feature can
be used for Long-Day Lighting and is recognized
to boost animal productivity, which leads to higher
profits and a higher return on investment. Available
in bronze or granite thermoset powder-coat finish.

CERTIFICATIONS AND
IMPACT PROTECTION RATING
IP65 Rated, UL1598 Listed for wet locations, Buy
American Act Compliant, DLC. Standard fixture has
an impact protection rating up to IK04. The robust
wire guard option for lens/sensor has
an impact protection rating of IK10.

VIRTUALLY MAINTENANCE FREE
The wet-listed high bay is virtually maintenance
free with a rated life up to125,000 hours. With an
easy-to-remove lens for cleaning/maintenance, the
WTLED2 is designed to provide a lifetime of
worry-free operation.

FAST LEAD TIMES
Made in Wisconsin. Buy American Compliant.
Minimal lead times mean you start saving money
faster by reducing your energy consumption
sooner. Site preparation is minimized using
Orion’s kitted packaging option, available in
single or bulk packaging.
FIVE YEAR WARRANTY OPTION
Reduce your risk with a five year APOLLO® Class
limited warranty.

MODULAR AND UPGRADEABLE
The modular design allows your maintenance crew
to easily keep pace as technology evolves or
to improve efficiency using the fixture’s existing
platform. Upgrade in the future to new light
distribution requirements, such as moving from an
open area to aisle lighting, or from high to low bay
application settings.
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